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Boys and girls 2-5 will feel like they are part of the action as Batman, Superman and the other Super
Friends save the day! This Little Golden Book is the perfect way to introduce young readers to
Batman and the world's greatest super heroes.
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Not too wordy and perfect for 3 to 4 year olds. The pictures are very detailed and my son loves it. It
tells a little about batman without being aggressive about the weapons. It makes my son want to live
in his bat suit from halloween:)

My sons are obsessed with these books right now -- great for young boys. The story lines and
wording are appropriate; no words that you worry about your kids repeating, etc.

When I was a kid I loved the Little Golden Books and had everyone I could find. As I started to have
children I was excited to discover that they still made these books.I purchased this particular book
for my nephew's fourth birthday. Although he can not read yet, he loves Batman and I thought this
would be perfect. This particular book has much more violence than the ones I read thirty years ago,

but so does the world. This book also has quite a bit more words than the typical Little Golden Book
which makes it harder for a child to memorize, which is what I did to my books at 3 and 4.The
binding on this book is not done well. The pages are also very thin. I think the quality of the
production of the book is not up to par. The illustrations and artwork in the book is outstanding. I
thoroughly enjoyed the pictures. I also liked the storyline but did find it a bit wordy for a small child.
Overall I am happy with my purchase.

Does your child or grandchild get wound up in the world of "Super Heroes?" These Golden books
have a great series from Batman, Superman, Captain America, etc. that your little boy will enjoy
hearing. It will add to their imaginative play with their Super Hero toys.

For some reason he prefers this book to the Superman version. Again, no story here, just explains
who Batman is. The pictures are fun and my son loved getting to see a few of the other villains that
Batman fights. It did not go into any detail as to HOW he became Batman but did explain that he
trains hard and uses his brains to fight crime.

This book acts as a perfect introduction to Batman and a few of his main villains in a way that is
easy for young kids or anyone reading the book to them, to understand.There is no violence in this
book making it appropriate for its target age group. I think this book will definitely help prepare new
generations of potential Batman fans for the adventures they will probably read about him as they
get older.

This book was a hit with my sons aged 4 and 3. Size was perfect for little hands. The binding makes
it a little hard to open the book very wide but I am sure after a little use it will get easier. Pages were
easy for the kids to turn themselves and seem sturdy enough for a kids book. The illustrations were
very good and true to the normal super hero colors making it easy for my kids point out when a
page came up with their favorite superhero. The books was mostly about Batman as would be
expected from the title but it also showed the other "DC friends" and his side kick Robin. My 3 year
old liked best that it featured a couple of the villains, Penguin, the Riddler, Mr Freeze, and Lex
Luthor. It even gave a little detail about each one, something most kids super hero books don't do. I
loved that each page focused on a batman item, such as batcave, batmobile, batboat. It made it
easy for my 4 year old who is learning to read to pick out the word bat on each page. I found it was
better for him to start reading with then most of the books that are labeled easy reader. We will be

buying more in this series.

Excellent intro of the characters in the beginning and I love how simple they make it. Lots of good
and bad guys shown, but I love how they did it. The bad guys are even kinda cute, not scary, so my
2 year old can see superheroes without getting scared or seeing too much violence. Thumbs up!
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